Terms & Conditions

ChicSoulTravel PROVIDES THIS WEB SITE (THE "SITE") TO YOU SUBJECT TO
THESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF USE (THESE "TERMS"). PLEASE READ
THESE TERMS CAREFULLY BEFORE USING THIS WEB SITE. BY ACCESSING OR
USING THIS WEB SITE, YOU EXPLICITLY AGREE TO COMPLY WITH AND BE
BOUND BY THESE TERMS AND ALL TERMS, POLICIES AND GUIDELINES
INCORPORATED BY REFERENCE HEREIN. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE TO ALL
PROVISIONS OF THESE TERMS, DO NOT USE THIS WEB SITE.
These Terms do not alter in any way the terms or conditions of any other agreement you may
have with ChicSoulTravel or its affiliates for products, services or otherwise. ChicSoulTravel
reserves the right to change or modify any of the terms and conditions contained in these
Terms, or any policy or guideline of the Site, at any time and in its sole discretion. Unless
otherwise specified, any changes or modifications will be effective immediately upon posting
of the revisions on the Site, and your continued use of the Site will constitute your acceptance
of such changes or modifications. You should review the Terms and its incorporated policies
and documents from time to time to understand the terms and conditions that apply to your
use of the Site. If you do not agree to any amended terms, you must stop using the Site.

Eligibility
You must be eighteen (18) or over to use the ChicSoulTravel Service. Membership in the
Service is void where prohibited. By using the ChicSoulTravel Website and/or the Service,
you represent and warrant that you have the right, authority, and capacity to enter into this
Agreement and to abide by all of the terms and conditions herein. You further represent and
warrant that all registration information you submit is truthful and accurate and that you agree
to maintain the accuracy of such information. Your Membership may be terminated without
warning and you may be barred from any future use of the ChicSoulTravel Website and/or the
ChicSoulTravel Service if you provide any information that is untrue, inaccurate, not current,
or incomplete, including but not limited to misrepresenting your age, or if ChicSoulTravel has
reasonable grounds to suspect that such information is untrue, inaccurate, not current, or
incomplete. Your Membership is solely for your personal use, and you agree not to authorize
others to use your Membership account, including but not limited to your profile. You are
solely responsible for all content published or displayed through your Membership account,
including but not limited to e-mail messages, and for your interactions with other Members.
ChicSoulTravel reserves the right to refuse or revoke Membership to anyone at any time for
any reason resulting in the loss of ownership for said member.

Privacy Policy
Please refer to ChicSoulTravel 's Privacy Policy for information on how ChicSoulTravel
collects, uses and discloses personally identifiable information from its users.
First of all – thank you for spending your time reading ChicSoulTravel Privacy Policy!
I am proud to declare that ChicSoulTravel Privacy Policy covers all standard items including:





guaranteeing the safety of personal information,
guaranteeing confidentiality of all communication made through this platform,
providing easy opt-out rights, just in case you decide to stop being with us, etc.

For those of you, who want to go deeply into each item, please find the detailed description:
Required Info – Traveler
To fulfill your booking, i have to request some basic information about you, such as your
name, nationality, age, telephone, and email address. I only use your email address for
sending you a confirmation of your booking or occasionally to inform you of new features on
ChicSoulTravel.com. During booking itself, i also require your bank transfer payment, as i
can guarantee that the ChicSoulTravel shows up only when you pay the deposit of 20%.
Message Monitoring
The primary method of communication is message connection. Confidentiality of all
communication is guaranteed. However, i reserve the right to monitor our correspondence for
the purpose of ensuring that you are properly cared for by ChicSoulTravel and that
compliance with the Terms of Use is fulfilled.
Agreement between Customer and Alexandra Kropp
Your use of ChicSoulTravel Web Site constitutes your acceptance of the terms, conditions,
and notices contained in this agreement, without modification.

"Personal Companion" usage
Alexandra Kropp assumes no responsibility for any delay, changes in her schedule, strikes,
injury, weather, fire, theft, quarantine, medical or customs regulations and similar act or
incident beyond its ability to control. Alexandra Kropp is not responsible for any prohibited
activites, forbiden rules as keeping or using drugs, etc. and breaking law of the country you
visit.
Don´t expect any sexual services and intimate contact.
Is only for a tour/travel companion, consultation.
Prior to making a reservation, please reviewed the ChicSoulTravel 's offer carefully. You
should understand and acknowledge that local tours offered on the website may involve some
personal risk. Accepting our Terms, you hereby release the ChicSoulTravel.com and
Alexandra Kropp from all claims concerning any damages or injuries or death resulting from
these risks.
By accepting a request, and at the time of payment has been processed, there is a binding
contract implicit between Alexandra Kropp and the Client.
Every client need to sign declaration about actual health: I promised that i will be honest and
tell all true about my health condition, limitation, depresion, pill, disables, etc.

I waranty that all drugs is without knowledge of Alexandra Kropp and it´s on your
responsibitity under local county of visit.

Please note that Alexandra Kropp has no responsibility for any risk which shoul happend
during service/tour.
The opinion of Clients who have booked and received travel services from ChicSoulTravel
you can read in Testimonials.
PROHIBITIONS
Any illegal drugs or any customs prohibited in country of visit can not be used/do during
companion with Alexandra Kropp.

Pricing Terms and Conditions
This section relates only to booking a service.
Pricing is set by Alexandra Kropp and you can chose a base currency of payment as EURO,
CHF, GBP, CAD, AUD or USD. Alexandra Kropp has an option to receive the due cash
payment in the local currency rate on the day of the service/tour only if all parties agree.
Otherwise the currency and amount outlined on the confirmation of booking is the legal
amount due. Pricing outlined on the site is for a private service/tour which can be one single
person or two persons maximum. Otherwise will be agreed.

Deposit and Payment
The deposit of approximately 20% of the total cost of the service/tour, is payable to
ChicSoulTravel on booking request. This deposit is fully refundable to the booker only if
Alexandra Kropp does not show on the service/tour at agreed day, time and destination. For
any other reasons the "deposit" is non-refundable to the booker.
The booker is responsible for paying the balance of the service/tour cost directly to Alexandra
Kropp on the day of the service/tour.
PRICING
Prices for local travelling/tour, hourly and daily rates for the ChicSoulTravel services are sat
by the ChicSoulTravel – Prices directly. The default currency on my web is USD. If cases
when all parties agreed, the ChicSoulTravel could receive the due cash payment in the local
currency rate.
Currency Conversion
Currency rates are based on publicly available sources and should be used as guidelines only.
Currency quotes are not updated every day. The currency information supplied by
ChicSoulTravel Web Site is believed to be accurate, but Alexandra Kropp does not warrant or
guarantee such accuracy.
CANCELLATION POLICY:

You may cancel your reservation up to twenty-four hours before the service and seventy-two
hours before travel or tour. Please do so directly with the ChicSoulTravel using the website.
Only in that case deposit of 20% will be refunded. In the event of a Client no-show without
cancellation, the deposit of 20% is not refundable and goes to Alexandra Kropp as a penalty.

Indemnity
You agree to defend, indemnify and hold harmless ChicSoulTravel, from and against any and
all claims, damages, obligations, losses, liabilities, costs or debt, and expenses (including but
not limited to attorney's fees) arising from:
(a) Your use of and access to the ChicSoulTravel Website;
(b) Your use of the ChicSoulTravel Service.
(c) Your violation of Terms;
(d) Your violation of any third party right, including without limitation any copyright,
property, or privacy right;
(e) Any claim that one of your User Submissions caused damage to a third party; or
(f) Personal injury or property damage, of any nature whatsoever, resulting from your access
to and use of our website or local personal tour guides.
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
All content, texts, graphics, graphs, designs, data, formatting, HTML, plus photographs,
images, videos, music, sounds and other is owned by Alexandra Kropp. Those materials are
protected in all forms. You have no rights to download, to copy and use them; to re-design or
re-configure anything from ChicSoulTravel.com website.
TRADEMARK RIGHTS
The trademarks ChicSoulTravel.com and the ChicSoulTravel.com logo are service marks
owned by ChicSoulTravel.com. No one may copy or use them without prior written
permission.
NO LIABILITY
Please note that ChicSoulTravel.com could not guarantee that the information published on
our website will be 100% error free.
Personal and noncommercial use limitation
ChicSoulTravel Web Site is for your personal use. You may not modify, copy, distribute,
transmit, display, reproduce, publish, or sell any information found on, or obtained from, this
Web Site, without prior written permission of Alexandra Kropp.

GENERAL
Any claim relating to this Agreement or the Materials shall by governed by the laws of The
Czech Republic, exclusive of the choice of law rules thereof. This Agreement constitutes the
entire agreement of the parties with respect to the subject matter hereof and supersedes all
prior oral and written agreements. No failure or delay on the part of Alexandra Kropp in
exercising any right or remedy hereunder or enforcing the terms and conditions of this

Agreement will operate as a waiver thereof. If any part or provision of this Agreement is
found to be invalid, unenforceable or void, then the remaining portion shall remain in full
force and effect. Headings are for convenience only and not for use in interpretation of this
Agreement. Any rights not expressly granted herein are reserved.
Use Of The Web Site
The ChicSoulTravel reservations feature of this Web Site is provided solely to assist Clients
in determining the availability of travel-related goods and services and to make legitimate
reservations and for no other purposes. You warrant that you are at least 18 years of age and
possess the legal authority to enter into this agreement and to use ChicSoulTravel Web Site in
accordance with all terms and conditions herein. You agree to be financially responsible for
all of your use of ChicSoulTravel Web Site. You also warrant that all information supplied by
you or members of your household in using ChicSoulTravel Web Site is true and accurate and
without limitation, or any false or fraudulent reservation. You agree that the reservations
facilities of ChicSoulTravel Web Site shall be used only to make legitimate reservations or
purchases for you or for another person for whom you are legally authorised to act. You
understand that overuse or abuse of the reservation facilities of ChicSoulTravel Web Site may
result in your being denied access to such facilities.
For any reservations or other services for which fees may be charged, you agree to abide by
the terms or conditions of purchase imposed, including, but not limited to, payment of all
amounts when due and compliance with all rules and restrictions regarding availability of
rates, products, or services. You shall be completely responsible for all charges, fees, duties,
taxes, and assessments arising out of the use of ChicSoulTravel Web Site.
Liability Disclaimer
The materials found on ChicSoulTravel Web Site are provided "as is" without any warranty,
representation, condition, undertaking or term of any kind, express or implied, statutory or
otherwise, including without limitation, the warranties of merchantability, non-infringement
of intellectual property, or fitness for a particular purpose. Alexandra Kropp further does not
warrant the accuracy or completeness of the information, text, graphics, links or other items
contained within the materials. Alexandra Kropp may make changes to the materials, or the
programs, policies or other information described in the materials, at any time without notice.
Alexandra Kropp makes no commitment to update the materials.
In no event shall Alexandra Kropp be liable for any special, indirect or consequential damages
or any damages whatsoever arising out of the use or performance of the Site, even if
Alexandra Kropp has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
No Unlawful Or Prohibited Use
As a condition of your use of ChicSoulTravel Web Site, you warrant to Alexandra Kropp that
you will not use ChicSoulTravel Web Site for any purpose that is unlawful or prohibited by
these terms, conditions, and notices.
Links To Third-Party Sites
ChicSoulTravel Web Site may contain links to Web Sites operated by parties other than
Alexandra Kropp. Such hyperlinks are provided for your reference only. Alexandra Kropp
does not control such Web Sites and is not responsible for their contents. The inclusion of
links to such Web Sites does not imply any endorsement of the material on such Web Sites or
any association.

Changes To This Agreement
Alexandra Kropp may at any time in its sole discretion modify the terms of access to this Site.

